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Doug McConnell, with the help of the A Long Swim Team, became only the

48th person over age 50 to swim the English Channel, in 14 hours that were

divided between heavy waves and pitch black darkness.

The success of the English Channel swim has inspired the A Long Swim Team

to continue with marathon swims, including the 24-mile length of Tampa

Bay, the 21-mile distance of  the Catalina Channel in California, and a 29-mile

circumnavigation of Manhattan Island in New York City.   The swims of the

English Channel, the Catalina Channel and Manhattan Island make up the

Triple Crown of Open Water Swimming, of which Doug was the 89th

person to complete, and only the 15th person to complete all over the age of

50. 

A Long Swim has raised over $1,000,000 for ALS research, dedicated to

the groundbreaking and collaborative research at the Feinberg School of

Medicine at Northwestern University in Chicago, one of the top ALS research

laboratories in the world. 

On the very day that Doug finished his English Channel crossing,

Northwestern made a breakthrough announcement of the discovery of the

common cause of all forms of ALS, and has accelerated its pace of discoveries

since then.

Ellen McConnell Blakeman, Doug McConnell’s sister, passed away on

February 11, 2018, after a twelve-year battle with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,

ALS, also known as Lou Gehrig’s Disease. In 2006, shortly after Ellen and

Doug's father, Dr. David McConnell, DVM, passed away from ALS, she was

diagnosed with the same horrific disease for which there is no cure.

In 2011, Ellen and Doug co-founded A Long Swim, a nonprofit that both

borrows the ALS acronym and is dedicated to raising funds for collaborative

ALS research using open water and marathon-distance swimming.
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Paid entrance fee to your event, up to $300

A Long Swim branded gear, specific to your sports. See page 4.

Fundraising tools and support to reach your goal

Access to A Long Swim's Sponsored Athlete coordinator, Kate

Himes

Personalized fundraising site

Templates for social media and email

Additional incentives provided at thresholds over $1,500. See page 3

A Long Swim sponsors athletes participating in a variety of events

including, open water swims, marathons, triathlons and Ironmans.

Because of the individuality of each event, our program is custom-tailored

to each Participant.

Each Participant will receive a custom, personalized fundraising site to

facilitate online donations and reflect their own relationship with ALS and

the A Long Swim organization. Fundraising will primarily be done using

that website, social media, email marketing, and face-to-face solicitations.

By joining our Sponsored Athlete Program, A Long Swim provides each

participant with:

Athlete must fill out a packet of forms, which can be found HERE. These

forms include a sign-up form, fundraising MOU and credit card form*. 

*Each Participant is required to raise a minimum of $1,500, prior to their
event. If this goal is not met through fundraising, the Participant will be
personally responsible for the balance owed. A Long Swim reserves the
right to charge the balance owed to the Participant's credit card.

https://alongswim.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Sponsored-Athlete-Forms-Final-2020.pdf
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Paid entrance fee to your event (up to $300)

A Long Swim branded warm up jacket, warm up bag, and hat.

All Level 1 incentives

A customized, event specific essentials pack filled with items of

your choice (up to $500)

All Level 1 and 2 incentives

Entry fee, travel costs and lodging for you and your bike to any

event in the continental United States (up to $1,500)

$1,500 Level

Level 1 – Minimum amount raised by each Participant

$5,000 Level

Level 2

$10,000 Level

Level 3

$10,001+ Level

Custom packages available
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What is the fundraising minimum?

The minimum amount you need to raise is $1,500. Reaching your minimum

guarantees that A Long Swim will pay the entrance fee to your designated event

and you will recieved the branded A Long Swim gear specific to your event.

Who can participate?

Any endurance athlete can participate in A Long Swim's Sponsored Athlete

Program!

How do I sign up?

You can find the sign-up forms HERE. Fill these out and send to Kate Himes at

katehimes@alongswim.org. She will contact you with next steps. 

Are there incentives for recruiting other sponsored athletes?

Yes! As an added incentive for recruiting other athletes for our program, you will

be credited with 10% of their fundraising total. Ex: If they fundraising $2,000, you

will be created with $200! 

https://alongswim.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Sponsored-Athlete-Forms-Final-2020.pdf

